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there is
nothing left
to worry about
the sun and her flowers are here.

-rupi kaur 

There is another sky,
Ever serene and fair,
And there is another sunshine,
Though it be darkness there;
Never mind faded forests, Austin,
Never mind silent fields -
Here is a little forest,
Whose leaf is ever green;
Here is a brighter garden,
Where not a frost has been;
In its unfading flowers
I hear the bright bee hum:
Prithee, my brother,
Into my garden come!
-Emily Dickinson

A Minor Bird
I have wished a bird would fly away,
And not sing by my house all day;
Have clapped my hands at him from 
the door
When it seemed as if I could bear no 
more.
The fault must partly have been in me.
The bird was not to blame for his key.
And of course there must be something 
wrong
In wanting to silence any song.
-Robert Frost

SHADES OF GREEN

As spring turns to summer, we join you in celebrating the beauty of the 
natural world and the gifts the earth bestows.  Thank you to our 
classmates, whose professional achievements in earth, energy, and 
environment careers bring promise to local and global efforts to 
safeguard and preserve our inheritance.  We were grateful to be able to 
share the talents of many in our last issue, and the accomplishments of 
more are on the pages that follow.  Our thanks to all who wrote to us.  
Read on, too, to learn about some of what’s happening on campus in 
that regard as well, beginning with Dartmouth’s new Arthur L. Irving 
Institute for Energy and Society (IIES), whose creation was announced 
in 2016.  
If you have theme ideas or topic suggestions for a future class 
newsletter, please send them our way.  And if you have news to share, 
please let us know.
In the meantime, here’s wishing us all many happy hours outdoors with 
people we love, as the the sun shines more brightly and the pace of life 
slows (we hope) in the spirit of summer days.
Margaret & Lisa
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Where in the world is… ? 

In February 2016, the Class of 1985 
began emailing a “Monthly News & Events” 

e-newsletter to our classmates early each month 
(every month).  Beginning Fall 2018, our class 
e-newsletters are being issued less frequently. 

Our goal is to tie them more closely to the news cycle 
— and to continue to keep us all in the loop about 

upcoming Dartmouth events (especially Dartmouth 
Class of 1985 events) 

and opportunities to gather. 

PLEASE contact us with your email address 
if you have not been receiving emails from us.  

It is our hope to have an accurate email address for 
every classmate, but we are missing good addresses 

for nearly 200 of us. 
 Also, please take a look at the names below. 

If you are on the list, please send us your best email 
address.   And if you know a good email address for a 

classmate listed here, please let us know.  

(You may also update your contact information directly by 
sending an email to the College at 

alumni.records@dartmouth.edu, 
or by calling Alumni Records at 603/ 646-2253. 

It helps us if you send to us as well.) 

 1. Michael Hegeman Hester ’85 

 2. Joseph Patrick Hewitt ’85 

 3. Anne Therese Johnson ’85 

 4. Scott Stephen Kablesh ’85 

 5. Erica Joan Lundquist ’85

STAY IN TOUCH 

www.dartmouth85.com 

herringtonhome@gmail.com 
mmarder0269@comcast.net
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News from our Classmates… 
George Barlow ’85 writes…
When asked what I do for a living, I say that I work in The Nature Conservancy’s Legal Department, and 
most people comment that I must see a lot of pretty places in my work.  I often respond that I’m just a “dirt 
lawyer” and most of the time I’m in my office drafting contracts, deeds, conservation easements, grant 
agreements, and other documents like any attorney.  But more on that later.
I left private law practice in 2000 to join TNC’s Legal Department; I had been working in a firm in 
Harrisonburg, Virginia for the previous twelve years and the TNC job was in Durham, North Carolina.  So, 
my wife, Audi, three daughters, Sarah, Kate, and Emily, and I pulled up our Virginia roots and moved to the 
Tarheel State and enjoyed three years of proximity to the beach, fine mountains, and vinegary pork barbecue.  
In private practice, I focused primarily on real estate, commercial and municipal finance, and general 
corporate work, and was happy to find that while most environmental lawyers work in the litigation and 
regulatory arenas, I could apply my business law skills at TNC to do good works for the natural world.  
TNC’s mission is to conserve the land and waters on which all life depends, and we do that with over 3,500 
staff, of which just over 100 are in the Legal Department, including 55 attorneys.  TNC does its work in 72 
countries (and counting), and all 50 states, and has protected over 119 million acres of land in its half century 
of conservation work.  My practice at TNC supports our Virginia and West Virginia programs, although I 
have helped our Tennessee office as well.  We stayed in Durham for three years and then moved back to 
Virginia to Charlottesville (where I was born and raised), and I work in the TNC office there with 20+ other 
staff.  Much of what I do is still real estate focused, as TNC continues to protect land by buying it, accepting 
conservation easements over it, restoring natural systems on it, or supporting legislation and policies to 
conserve it.  We do acquire land (by purchase or donation) for our own system of preserves, but most land 
that we acquire will eventually become part of a National Wildlife Refuge, state forest, state park, or other 
public protected area.  Some land is sold to private buyers as well, subject to conservation restrictions that 
protect the natural values of the land.  
But TNC has expanded its role beyond “bucks and acres,” as we used to say, and in Virginia we have 
extensive seagrass, oyster bed, streambank, and wetland restoration projects.  We work with farmers to 
establish watering systems and fencing strategies to keep their cattle out of sensitive streams.  We operate a 
22,000-acre carbon sequestration and crediting project, selling carbon credits under the California cap-and-
trade program.  We have established marine protected areas over the submarine canyons off the Virginia 
capes.  We work with state and federal partners to develop statutes and regulations to accomplish their and 
our goals of land and water protection.  My work supports all of these efforts.  But as we say here, people 
come to TNC for the mission and stay for the people.  All of our staff are dedicated, smart, adaptable, 
creative, and entrepreneurial thinkers constantly trying to devise new ways to protect our natural world for 
its own sake and for the sake of people, who depend on a healthy, diverse planet as much as the species we 
work to protect.  While most of the attorneys are geographically focused on particular countries, states, or 
project areas, we also work in teams depending on the project.  It’s been my privilege to get to know and 
work with other legal staff around the country (and world for that matter) as we support our projects. 
Anyway, back to the places.  We have enjoyed family picnics at the gazebo high atop Warm Springs 
Mountain, in the Central Appalachians in Virginia, amid the songs of chestnut-sided warblers, rose-breasted 
grosbeaks, and scarlet tanagers, looking down at the Warm Springs Valley, the Homestead, and off into West 
Virginia.  TNC had me working on this 9,000-acre preserve purchase before I had even moved to Durham 
to (officially) start work, and it was three years before we actually closed, but it remains one of my favorite 
projects and properties.  The views are magnificent, as it’s relatively high elevation hardwood forest, and it’s 
10 miles of protected ridgeline.  My wife, three daughters, and I have explored TNC’s preserve in the Davis
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Mountains, in west Texas in the shadow of Mount Livermore; west Texas is a place of incredible beauty and 
amazing wildlife.  We have visited TNC’s Virginia Coast Reserve, the barrier islands of which comprise the 
last coastal wilderness on the East Coast.  The islands are home or a waypoint for many nesting and 
migratory shorebirds, a foraging area for seals in the winter, and host abundant striped bass and other fish.  
It can be a harsh place indeed, but to stand on these wild beaches is to appreciate the magnificence of a 
coastline that functions as it should.
While in Durham, Audi started working at a pre-school there, and although her background is in college 
admissions, she now directs the children’s and youth programs at St. Paul’s – Ivy Episcopal Church, and still 
does a little college consulting as well.  Our eldest daughter Sarah (UVM ’14) majored in environmental 
science and works from Brooklyn as an environmental consultant for Noblis.  Kate (Sewanee ’18) lives in 
Charleston (SC) and manages the Charleston Artist Collective there.  She spent last summer on Maui as an 
adventure tour leader for Moondance Adventures.  Emily (Bucknell ’20) is becoming an accomplished fly 
fisher and will spend this summer as a community engagement intern for an alternative energy company.  All 
three of our daughters have developed a keen appreciation for the outdoors and the need to protect our 
natural world, and I couldn’t hope for more than that.  My experience at Dartmouth (and in the DOC in 
particular) has no doubt had a significant influence on getting me to where I am now, from leading birdwalks 
on (cool and early) Wednesday mornings, to (sometimes nausea inducing) whale watching trips out of 
Newburyport, to (typically grouse-less) grouse hunts in the Second College Grant.  And I am thankful for 
that.  

Waterbirds at the Virginia Coast Reserve photographer:  Hal Brindley
courtesy of George Barlow ’85
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What are you streaming?
Whether we are empty nesters, later-in-life parents of young 
children, happily enjoying this stage of life on our own, or 
somewhere in between…  who doesn’t love a quiet night at home 
with something really good to watch?  Send us your favorites 
(maybe with a word or two about why you’d recommend). 

series & mini-series:

Outlander
(now on netflix)

The Americans
(amazon)

Downton Abbey
(amazon)

Damages
(amazon)

Big Little Lies
(HBO)

films:

The Park Bench 
(amazon)
Roma
(netflix)

A view from Warm Springs Mountain in Bath County, Virginia photographer:  Byron Jorjorian
courtesy of George Barlow ’85
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Dartmouth College Class of 1985’s 
35th Reunion 

June 17-20, 2021 (Thursday-Sunday) 
(clustered with the Classes of 1986 and 1987)

Call for volunteers! 
Join the Steering Committee or the Executive Board

for our 35th Class Reunion / June 2021…

If you’d be interested in helping out, please contact
Joe Riley ’85, our Class President

at jriley851@gmail.com or cell/text to 609.235.7970
(Even if you only have time to commit in a small way,

every little bit helps.)

Birgit Koehler ’85 writes:

Birgit Koehler ’85 and her husband sailing on the 
Columbia River

Loved the winter Shades of Green newsletter about 
classmates who work in energy and the environment. I’m 
happy to be in part 2.
At Dartmouth, I really enjoyed studying chemistry and 
followed that up with graduate work at Stanford studying gas/
silicon interactions. But it left me feeling unsatisfied helping 
the big semiconductor industry, not helping advance society in 
areas that are more important to me. For my post-doctoral 
work, I found a position first at SRI International, then 
continuing at the U of Colorado, Boulder in the Cooperative 
Institute for Environmental Sciences. I studied gas/surface 
interactions again, but this time applied to an environmental 
issue: reactions between gases and polar stratospheric clouds 
that form over Antarctica in the southern winter lead to the 
annual formation of the ozone hole.
My next step was teaching chemistry and environmental 
science at Williams College with a research focus on
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atmospheric chemistry related to climate change. 
After 8 years, my husband wanted to move back to Oregon, and I was ready to focus more specifically on 
how energy can be managed to minimize greenhouse gas emissions. I ended up at the Bonneville Power 
Administration in Portland where I have now been for over 16 years.
The Bonneville Power Administration is a branch of the Department of Energy but operates 
independently.  We manage/market the hydropower produced by 31 dams owned by the Bureau of 
Reclamation and the Army Corps of Engineers. The biggest dam, which people might recognize, is 
Grand Coulee Dam.  My first job at BPA was to make hourly generation decisions for the 10 largest dams 
to balance the water flow in the river and in the reservoirs. Later, I managed a group that implements the 
Columbia River Treaty with Canada and studies how the US might want to change the 55-year old treaty.
These days I am working on a joint project with the Army Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of 
Reclamation on an analysis of the operation of the Columbia River System under the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  In this nearly 5-year project we are examining various alternative 
operation schemes and the potential impacts including flood risk, salmon and other fish, power 
generation, greenhouse gas emissions, water quality, irrigation, recreation, and river navigation.  This 
study is being coordinated with partners from the 4 northwest states, other federal agencies, and many 
Native American tribes. At the heart of this assessment is a regional debate about the environmental 
impact of the dams on migrating salmon and the value of carbon-free hydropower generation that also 
supports other renewable energy sources.  
On the personal level my husband, Mark, is a wooden-toymaker.  Sasha, our younger daughter, is at the 
U. of Oregon.  Our older daughter, Cory, just graduated from the U. of Puget Sound and will head to 
Colorado for an internship at the National Renewable Energy Lab. We have a nice home in inner 
northeast Portland, walking distance to great restaurants. It is also biking distance to my office. I’m also 
happy to have been able to bike-commute year-round nearly every year since college.  (Boulder gets the 
prize for plowing its bike trails expediently!) Mark and I are also enjoying sailing, both on the Columbia 
River and in more exotic locales.  In June we’ll be with many friends and 9 other sailboats in Puget 
Sound and the Canadian Gulf Islands.
We have a nice home in inner northeast Portland, walking distance to great restaurants. It is also biking 
distance to my office. I’m also happy to have been able to bike-commute year-round nearly every year 
since college.  (Boulder gets the prize for plowing its bike trails expediently!) Mark and I are also 
enjoying sailing, both on the Columbia River and in more exotic locales.  In June we’ll be with many 
friends and 9 other sailboats in Puget Sound and the Canadian Gulf Islands.

about The Call to Serve.  In celebration of Dartmouth’s 250th 
anniversary, we honor the College’s legacy of leadership in public 
service through The Call to Serve, a far-reaching initiative to inspire 
acts of service throughout the world.  Please join us in this 
meaningful work by hosting a project, joining a project, or 
contributing to our goal of 250,000 hours or service through your 
volunteer efforts.

Go to 250.dartmouth.edu to learn more
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footprint and resource consumption associated with plastic packaging.  Our plants are located in upstate 
New York and in Canada.
Our Company also owns a metals recycling business that recovers roughly 300 million pounds of metals 
each year, converting old cars, appliances, and metals from waste-to-energy plants back into raw 
materials for new steel and aluminum production.  We also own several developmental stage technology 
companies that focus on high speed sorting techniques in the metals market.  We hope that these 
technologies will result in higher recycling rates and recovery economics in the future.
Overall our company employs 150 people in the northeast and in Canada.  
If nothing else, our business is evidence that recycling is still alive and vibrant despite the many recent 
rumors of its demise!   
As we look to the future, we are hopeful that wTe will continue to invest in new sustainable ventures, 
either as an owner/operator or an investor.
In terms of personal news, my wife Jennifer and I live in the back bay in Boston.  Our son Graham 
graduated from Dartmouth in 2015 and is currently a first year student at Harvard Business School.  Our 
daughter Caroline graduated from Tulane University in 2017 and currently is Director - Business 
Development at Transperfect Legal Solutions in Boston.
Thanks for shining the Dartmouth light on the environment!

Scott Mellen ’85 writes:
I have been President and CEO of wTe Corporation for the 
past ten years or so.  I joined the Company back in the 
nineties, and gradually moved from a CFO role into an 
operating role, and ultimately became a significant owner of 
the Company about 15 years ago.
Our Company is a privately held owner and operator of a 
number of recycling businesses.  Our UltrePET plastics 
business is a major independent PET (PET resin is identified 
by the #1 on the bottom of your bottle) plastics recycler in 
North America.  Each year we convert about 2 billion water 
and soda bottles back into FDA approved resin for new 
bottles and other markets, such as clamshell containers, car 
parts and polyester apparel.  We are working with companies 
like Pepsi, Nestle and Coke to help them reduce the carbon

for more information about 
wTe Corporation, go to:

www.ultrepet.com
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Marcy L. Reed ’85 writes…

Marcy L. Reed is President of National Grid’s Massachusetts business and Executive Vice President of US Policy & Social Impact.  She is 
responsible for the gas and electricity businesses in Massachusetts, including their operational, customer service, financial, and reputational 
outcomes.  In addition, she leads energy policy development for the US business and the effective implementation of National Grid’s new social 
mobility platform.  Marcy joined National Grid in 1988 and has held various positions in finance, merger integration, corporate affairs, and business 
operations.  She also spent three years in London as the head of Investor Relations for National Grid.

Marcy sits on the boards of Blue Cross Blue Shield Massachusetts, Northeastern University, the Massachusetts Business Roundtable, the Greater 
Boston Chamber of Commerce, The Partnership, and the New England Council.  She is the global executive sponsor for National Grid’s Women in 
Networks employee resource group.

Marcy is a graduate of Dartmouth College and holds a master’s degree from Northeastern University. Married with two children, she lives in 
Concord, MA.

It’s great that you're focused on the 3 E's.  Funny enough, we 
focus on 3 E's at National Grid - education (STEM), energy, and 
the environment.  

Since 2011, I have been President of National Grid in MA and 
EVP US Energy Policy & Social Impact.  It's a mouthful, but 
the job is great.  Grid is one of the nation's largest regulated 
utilities, and I head its gas and electric business in MA.  We 
serve more than 2,000,000 homes and businesses and are one 
of the state's largest employers.  I also lead and drive our energy 
policy development at the state and federal levels.  We are 
keenly focused on helping solve the issues related to climate 
change, especially in the development of renewables and electric 
transportation.  Lastly, I'm responsible for our new social 
impact efforts to help those less fortunate than us in the 
communities we serve by developing an app that hopes to 
benefit folks in that space.  Early days on this one, but I'm 
hugely optimistic that we'll have a huge impact across our US 
business, and in the UK, where we also serve.

I've added a short bio (below) that I use at work and I do a fair 
amount of recruiting and student engagement at Thayer & 
Tuck.

Marcy L. Reed ’85 
President MA and EVP, US Policy & Social Impact
National Grid

pbs.org  to hear Dartmouth’s 
Hood Museum (and its 
expansion) featured on PBS 
News Hour, with John R. 
Stromberg, the Virginia Rice 
Kelsey 1961s Director of the 
Hood Museum of Art at 
Dartmouth

Go to
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More news from our classmates…

Scott Erdman ’85 writes…
Sending news - breaking a 34 year streak of no news from me.

In November of last year, I married Greg Merten, my partner of 21 years, at our home in Palm Springs 
in a very small, private ceremony.  In early March, we celebrated with an extended group of friends and 
family that included seven Dartmouth alums including me (first photo, below).

I moved back to NYC last May after spending two years in Denver. I have always worked for multi-
brand retailers in the past but am not on the brand side of the business.  I spent most of my years post 
Dartmouth and Tuck working for multi brand retailers in San Francisco and then NYC:  Macy’s, a 
couple of LVMH retailers (DFS and eLuxury), Saks Fifth Avenue, and a few digital startups. In 2016, I 
moved to Denver to work for and help eBags.com build its business and valuation to make it a 
compelling acquisition target.  The company sold in 2017.  Scott and I considered semi-retirement and 
moving to our home in Palm Springs. About a year ago, I received an offer to move back to New York 
and manage the travel handbag brand baggallini.  Being on the brand side of the business was an 
interesting and compelling challenge so i find myself back in NYC building another business to also 
make it an attractive acquisition target.

left to right:
Todd Cohen ’85, Joe Capello ’82, Pat 

Connolly ’85, Scott Erdman ’85, 
Susan Dawson ’84, John Urbanowicz 

’76, Laura Erdman-Luntz ’92
at their March 2019 reception

Scott Erdman ’85 and his husband, Greg Merten, 
on their wedding day
(November 2018)

Scott 
Erdman ’85 

and his 
husband 

Greg Merten 
with Scott’s 

parents at 
their March 

2019 
reception
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John Marin ’85 writes…
Quick update: I’ve been the Creative Director at Clif Bar & Company for a while now, joining the 
company in 2010. Before that, spent my career in ad agency land, working as an Art Director / 
Creative Director at a variety of agencies, starting in Chicago. I’ve been in San Francisco since 1997. 
Clif Bar has been a great fit for me because of our company values, as well as the excitement of 
outdoor adventure storytelling. It has been a fun ride to help develop and guide the DNA of the 
company.

Attached is a family photo with my wife Michele-Hoaiduc, and son Odin Thien-An, who is just 
finishing the eighth grade at the San Francisco Waldorf School, and will be attending Lick-
Wilmerding this Fall. Michele and I met in grad school at Pratt in NYC. My oldest son, Alec, is a 
software engineer at a startup in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Not doing anything too crazy these days, other than skiing, mountain biking, and running Odin 
from sport to sport.  Plus San Francisco Youth Orchestra rehearsals, as they get ready to tour 
Europe this summer.

John Marin ’85 with his wife, Michele-Hoaiduc and one of their two sons, 
Odin Thien-An
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Cheryl Chow Kunis ’85 
in NYC with her husband and daughter
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According to its mission statement, the Arthur L. Irving Institute for Energy and Society “aspires to be the world’s 
premier institute for transforming humankind’s understanding of energy issues, and driving the creation of ideas, 
technologies, and policies that improve the availability and efficient use of energy for all people.”  The Institute is 
named after Arthur L. Irving, the CEO of Irving Oil, a family-owned and privately held company.  The generous 
support of the Irving family, their company, and foundation allowed Dartmouth to establish the Institute.  The 
inaugural Director of the Institute is Dr. Elizabeth Wilson, a Professor of Environmental Studies, who brings 
leadership, energy, and optimism to the endeavor.

The Institute aspires to educate the next generation of energy leaders from Dartmouth.  Of Dartmouth’s 81,100 
alumni, it is estimated that over 6,000 of them have done energy-related work.  Globally, the challenges that lie 
ahead are immense:  to decarbonize energy systems and economies, while also providing access to electricity to the 
nearly one billion people who live without it.  As Professor Wilson notes, “How we conceive, build, and operate 
our current and future energy systems is shaping the future of the planet.”

The Institute is active on campus, offering opportunities to students and faculty.  It has joined with the Revers 
Center for Energy at Tuck, the Thayer School, and the Dartmouth Sustainability Office to form the Dartmouth 
Energy Collaborative (DEC).  Among other things, DEC supports energy research by faculty, brings speakers on 
campus, and offers Energy 101 to students.  Dartmouth will also be constructing a new building for the Institute 
that will be located on the west end of campus, between Tuck and Thayer.

Future plans include creating additional opportunities for students, faculty, and alumni.  Given the thousands of 
Dartmouth alumni who work in energy, the Institute is helping develop an alumni network.  Models for such a 
network already exist with the Dartmouth Entrepreneurial Network and the Dartmouth Lawyers Association.  
Another idea is to then tap the alumni to create internships for Dartmouth students interested in exploring a 
career in energy.  There are also plans to host an energy conference next spring that brings together alumni, faculty, 
and students.  In short, the Irving Institute will add to the abundance of riches of Dartmouth and introduce 
students to energy in a period of dramatic change, challenge, and opportunity.

If you have any questions about the Irving Institute or would be interested in joining a Dartmouth energy alumni 
network, please feel free to email Norman Bay ’82 at NBay@willkie.com.

The Arthur L. Irving Institute 
for Energy and Society (IIES) at Dartmouth 
(announced in September 2016)

Our thanks to Norman Bay ’82, a member of the Irving Institute Advisory Board, 
for this summary and update about Dartmouth’s Irving L Institute for Energy 
and Society.  For more information and details, go to irving.dartmouth.edu.

Director:  Elizabeth J. Wilson
Research Director:  Stephen J. Doig
Academic Director:  Amanda C. Graham

Members of the Advisory Board:
Norman C. Bay ’82
Stuart M. Cable ’75, Tu ’76
Scott G. Fisher ’93, Th’ 93, Tu ’98 (chair)
J. Drake Hamilton ’83
Abigail Ross Hopper ’93
Sandra Irving P ’10,Tu ’14, A ’72

Sarah Irving ’10, Tu ’14
Daniel M. Kalafatas ’96
Thomas C. Kiernan ’81, P ’17
Nancy Schwartzman Malmquist’ 79
Granger Morgan
Dan Reicher ’78, DP ’17
Abigail L. Rodgers ’90
Ian Whitcomb

The Arthur L. Irving 
Institute for Energy 
and Society will be 

housed in a new 
building on the west 

end of campus, 
between the Tuck 
School of Business 

and Thayer School of 
Engineering.
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Dartmouth’s Mars Greenhouse Wins 2019 NASA BIG Idea Challenge
April 25, 2019 - by David Hirsch/Dartmouth

A team of Dartmouth engineering students has been named winners of the 2019 NASA BIG Idea Challenge for its innovative design for a Mars 
greenhouse that can grow food and sustain a crew of astronauts on a future mission to the red planet.

The team, made up of undergraduates at Dartmouth’s Thayer School of Engineering, pitched their winning proposal to top scientists at NASA 
and National Institute of Aerospace at NASA’s Langley Research Center this week in Hampton, Virginia, where they competed against four other 
top university-team finalists for the top honor.

“The BIG Idea Challenge has been an amazing experience and I’m thrilled that we won,” said Zoe Rivas ’18, co-manager of the Dartmouth team. 
“I’m so excited to see what happens next with our greenhouse design and what NASA will do with all of the great ideas we saw in this 
competition.”
This is the first time that a Dartmouth team has entered – and won – NASA’s Breakthrough, Innovative, and Game-changing (BIG) Idea 
Challenge, a national engineering competition that elicits solutions from some of the best and brightest students for some of NASA’s pressing, 
real-time space exploration challenges.

The team’s greenhouse design, initially conceived as the students’ senior capstone project, won for its innovation in food production and crop 
cultivation, as well as mechanical and aerospace engineering elements of the design.

“I can’t begin to explain how exciting this is,” said Alexa Escalona ’18, the team’s co-manager. “This validates all of the late nights and hard work.”

In addition to Rivas and Escalona, the team members included BE candidates David Dick, Grace Genszler, Thomas Hodsden ’18, Peter 
Mahoney ’19, Morgan McGonagle ’18, and Christopher Yu ’19. Interim Dean of Engineering Laura Ray, Professors Benoit Cushman-Roisin, John 
Collier and Lee Lynd served as faculty advisors for the project.

Named DEMETER after the ancient Greek goddess of harvest, growth and nourishment, the greenhouse has the capacity to grow a selection of 
fruits and vegetables in a rotating, nutrient-filled, hydroponic system that provides enough nourishment for a four-person crew on a 600-day 
surface mission to Mars. The design also includes a circular running track around the trays to offer a recreational outlet.

In addition to demonstrating DEMETER’s ability to grow food in the hostile Mars environment, students also proved it could be transported 
millions of miles from Earth, deployed with minimal human intervention, then sustained with limited technology and resources. The entire 
system was enclosed within an inflatable membrane with radiation shielding.

“I am thrilled with the outcome,” said Ray, who accompanied the students to Langley. “The NASA challenge demanded a systems-thinking 
approach, and that’s precisely what a Thayer education provides. The team was methodical and dedicated and they ended up winning the day 
against fantastic competition.”

NASA’s 2019 Breakthrough, Innovative, and Game-changing (BIG) Idea Challenge searched across the country for innovative ideas for the 
design, installation and sustainable operation of a habitat-sized Mars greenhouse. The BIG Idea Challenge was created to support NASA’s 
Game Changing Development program to rapidly bring to fruition high-impact technologies. The challenge, organized jointly by NASA and 
NIA, was open to teams of undergraduate and graduate students studying in fields applicable to human space exploration.

photo courtesy of NASA

This is the first time that Dartmouth 
students have entered—and won—

the national competition

(reprinted from Dartmouth’s Thayer 
School of Engineering newsletter - 

for more information, go to 
engineering.dartmouth.edu
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Sometime in 1987: We at Thayer get this crazy idea that it would be cool to build a solar-powered car and 
enter it in the 1988 Swiss Tour de Sol.  Which we did …and we learned a lot of hard lessons.

This was the car’s introduction on the green in 
1988:

These were the students, faculty and staff that were 
involved:

This is the SunVox-I body being crafted at the 
Hopkins Center woodshop.  (The original 
concept sketch is on the wall behind.)

FORMULA HYBRID at the Thayer School of Engineering: 
A Timeline 

 (with photos of some of the vehicles Dartmouth has built over the past 32 years) 
by Professor Douglas Fraser
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Although it didn’t do well in the competition, we 
kept trying…
 

This is a rough chronology of the vehicles built 
at Thayer:
 

1988 Swiss Tour de Sol - Zürich -> Etoy:

(Here’s a link to a snippet of video: Vermont 
PBS followed us to Switzerland -or- go to 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdRnx9Tead8)
 

SunVox-II

The Swiss were so enamored by SunVox-I 
that they featured it on the ’89 event posters 
that were plastered all over the country:

1989 American Tour de Sol  (we entered the 
American Tour de Sol for several years, not 
itemized below)

1989 Swiss Tour de Sol - Rheinfelden -> 
Locarno:

SunVox-I
 

First tests at the Bryar Motorsports park in 
NH.  (The car on the left was the MIT Tour de 
Sol entry.)
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1990 Swiss Tour de Sol - Schaffhausen -> 
Münsingen:

Mount Washington Hillclimb:

…plus a lot of other competitions (Canada, Pikes 
Peak, Mount Washington, etc… too numerous to 
list – or in many cases, remember)…
 

These are SunVox-I & II (center), Sunvox-III & 
Ecovox* (right), and SunVox-IV (left).  (*SunVox-III 
became EcoVox when it lost the big tilting solar 
panel on its roof.):

This was one photo that’s just too cool to leave 
out… :

July 1990 - GM Sunrayce USA Florida -> 
Michigan  (Shown recharging during a 
layover):

SunVox-III

SunVox-IV

Some time around 1995, the Dartmouth team 
decided that Formula SAE would be a cool thing to 
do so they formed a team.  This became “DFR” for 
Dartmouth Formula Racing which ran concurrently 
with the Dartmouth Solar Racing Team – at least 
until the Thayer Dean issued an ultimatum that 
they could do Solar or they could do Formula SAE, 
but not both.
 

They went for Formula SAE.  (Dartmouth Formula 
Racing’s history is here:  https://dfr.dartmouth.edu/
#/history’)
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1996: This was DFR’s first car, “Grandma” (named in recognition of the car’s 
having been financed by team captain Jeff Buck’s grandmother – that’s him in 
the driver’s seat.)

Anyway, the rest is history:
https://formula-hybrid.org/about/history/

In 2005(?), when Dartmouth’s attempt to enter a hybrid-powered racer in the 
Formula SAE competition was met with a blanket prohibition of hybrids, we 
decided to start our own competition.
FORMULA HYBRID was born, and was admitted as a member of the SAE 
Collegiate Design Series – which includes Formula SAE.
DFR (Dartmouth Formula Racing) now builds an electric or hybrid-powered 
vehicle every year and enters it in the Formula Hybrid competition. 
We have to keep the competition administration and DFR separate to avoid the 
appearance of a conflict of interest (…though it’s still fascinating to discover 
how many Thayer Staff and Faculty still don’t realize that the competition 
organizers (us) and the team (DFR) are separate entities).

from Wikipedia:

Formula Hybrid is a design and engineering challenge 
for undergraduate and graduate college and university 
students. Started at the Thayer School of Engineering at 
Dartmouth College, and sponsored by the Society of 
Automotive Engineers, the competition is a spinoff of the 
Formula SAE competition based on hybrid vehicle 
technology. They must design, build, and compete an 
open-wheel, single-seat race car. This car must conform 
to a formula which emphasizes drive train innovation 
and fuel efficiency in a high-performance application.
All seven contests, 2007–2013, have been held at the 
New Hampshire Motor Speedway, Loudon, New 
Hampshire.

Our heartfelt thanks to Professor Doug Fraser, who wrote this 
piece for us.  Doug Fraser is a senior research engineer and 
laboratory instructor at the Thayer School of Engineering at 
Dartmouth College, where he has taught for 37 years. In 2006, he 
founded the Formula Hybrid Competition, which challenges 
engineering students to work across disciplines to design and 
construct hybrid and electric race cars and participate in an annual 
on-track competition. A registered professional engineer licensed in 
mechanical and electrical engineering, he previously founded Binary 
Technology, Inc., which manufactured hardware and software for 
microcontroller development and applications (precursors to 
Arduino and Raspberry Pi boards), and Doug Fraser Racing 
Engines, which specialized in Formula Ford and Vintage 
competition engines. He is a member of the SAE and a life member 
of IEEE. He attended the Rhode Island School of Design, is a 
photographer and an instrument-rated pilot, and in his spare time, 
he restores and races early British sports cars.
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The Dartmouth College Fund 

The Few! The Proud! The Green! 
Thanks to our own “Wearers of the Green” Dartmouth College Fund Agents! 

Join us and be a DCF Agent! 
It won’t take a lot of your time and it’s a great way to stay connected to classmates - and 
to Hanover. 

Help us drive continued support for the DCF and, with it, the Dartmouth experience for 
both current and future students. 

We Want You and Need Your Help! 
Please reach out to Joe McGee ’85 at 914.649.2130 or 
joseph.mcgee@roxburypartners.com if you are interested in becoming a DCF Agent (or 
just want to know more about it).

Co-Head Agents 
George Eldridge ’85  
Andy Ford ’85 
Joe McGee ’85 
Joe Niehaus ’85 

Agents 

H. Darren Alcus ’85 
Barry H. Bass ’85 
Diane I. Bonina ’85 
Suzanne Burnham Mankoff ’85 
Mark F. Caron ’85 
Robert M. Clements '85 
Deborah Coleman Diggins ’85 
Linda Cooper Marshall ’85 
Todd L. Cranford ’85 
Eleni D. Henkel ’85 
Leslie A. Davis Dahl ’85 
Donna Fraser Gourdeau ’85 
Douglas P. Fulton ’85 
Elizabeth Gilman Hobbs '85 
Mark Gross ’85 
Gabrielle Guise ’85 
Valerie Hartman ’85 

Laura Hicks Roberts, Esq. ’85 
Aaron C. Hill ’85 
Mark P. Inkster ’85 
Richard M. Joyce ’85 
Merrick R. Kleeman ’85 
Nancy A. Kopans ’85 
Mark T. Koulogeorge ’85 
C. W. Maccarone ’85 
Scott A. McDonald’ 85 
Rise B. Norman, Esq.’85 
Edward L. Pascoe ’85 
Herb Philpott ’85 
Kathleen Reilly Gross '85 
Mary Ellen Reilly Eldridge '85 
Joseph A. Riley '85 
Thomas D. Stern ’85 
Rich Stoddart ’85 
William B. Tyree '85 
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As part of Dartmouth’s The Call to Lead Campaign, legacy 
gifts count!  While Dartmouth elevates its ambitions to 
make a lasting, positive impact on the world, you may 

make a lasting, long-term impact on Dartmouth! 

(go to our Class of 85 website www.dartmouth85.com to see how easy it is to join 
the Bartlett Tower Society by including Dartmouth in your estate plans.) 

Lead by example!  Join your fellow Class of 1985 
Bartlett Tower Society members: 

James C. Alex*       Beth Gilman Hobbs and Bill Hobbs 
Pamela Lower Bass and Barry Bass     Merrick R. Kleeman 
Eamonn F. Brady       James M. Laden 
Lorenzo A. Chambers       Aloke K. Mandal 
Todd L. Cranford       Linda Cooper Marshall 
Mary Ellen Reilly and George A. Eldridge    Susan S. Reckford 
Jennifer and Thomas R. Eldridge     Lauren Sonstrom and David Rosen 
Michael W. Fadil       Rich Stoddart 
Kathleen Reilly Gross and Mark Gross    Daniel R. Studnicky 
Kate W. and Jonathan P. Grussing     Kathryn C. and William B. Tyree 
Valerie Hartman       Anonymous 
Nancy C. and Paul S. Hill 
        * Deceased 

Contact Beth Gilman Hobbs ’85 if you have any questions at hobbsnc@mac.com! 

______________________
The Bartlett Tower Society honors those who have made a bequest or planned gift commitment in support of the College.

Dartmouth is grateful to the Bartlett Tower Society, whose members have provided for her in their estate plans.

The Bartlett Tower Society
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Though ’round the girdled earth they roam…  

It’s a small world out there.  You never know when you might run into a 
fellow Dartmouth ’85 when roaming our girdled earth.  Please send us 
your pictures from random meetings around the globe.  (Pictures from 
planned get-togethers most welcome, too.)

from Margaret 
Marder ’85:
Joyce Sackey ’85 
was named the 
inaugural Dr. Jane 
Murphy Gaughan 
Professor at Tufts 
University and I 
attended the 
ceremony.  She is 
an amazing 
woman! 
(See our Fall 2018 
print issue for more 
details.)
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What are you reading? 
Are you finally reading up on a subject that has always intrigued you?  
Care to share your book club’s latest selection?
Send us your recommendations to share with our classmates!  Title 
and author - and a few words about why you’d recommend it.
Good friends, good books, and a sleepy conscience:
this is the ideal life.   -Mark Twain

A Gentleman in Moscow, by Amor Towles
(Viking Penguin / Penguin Random House, 2016)

An Elegant Defense:  The Extraordinary New Science of the Immune System - A Tale in Four Lives, by 
Pulitzer Prize winner Matt Richtel
(William Morrow / Harper Collins, 2019)

about climate change and global warming: 
The Uninhabitable Earth:  Life After Warming, by David Wallace-Wells
(Tim Duggan Books, 2019)

Losing Earth - A Climate History, by Nathaniel Rich
(MCD/Farrar, 2019)

Six Degrees - Our Future on a Hotter Planet, by Mark Lynas
(Fourth Estate, 2007)

Drawdown - The Most Comprehensive Plan Ever Proposed to Reverse Global Warming, 
edited by Paul Hawken
(Penguin Books, 2017)

Brave New Arctic:  The Untold Story of the Melting North, by Mark C. Serreze
(Princeton University Press, 2018)

The Wizard and the Prophet:  Two Remarkable Scientists and Their Dueling Visions to Shape Tomorrow’s 
World, by Charles C. Mann
(Knofp, 2018)

In his travelogue of our near future, David Wallace-Wells brings into stark relief the climate troubles that await — food shortages, refugee emergencies, and 
other crises that will reshape the globe.  But the world will be remade by warming in more profound ways as well, transforming our politics, our culture, our 
relationship to technology, and our sense of history.  It will be all-encompassing, shaping and distorting nearly every aspect of human life as it is lived today.
Like An Inconvenient Truth and Silent Spring before it, The Uninhabitable Earth is both a meditation on the devastation we have brought upon ourselves 
and an impassioned call to action.  For just as the world was brought to the brink of catastrophe within the span of a lifetime, the responsibility to avoid it 
now belongs to a single generation.

send us your recommendations 
and we will share them 

in our next issue!
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Class of 1985 Officers 

President 
Joe Riley – jriley851@gmail.com 

Immediate Past President 
Valerie Hartman – vhartman711@gmail.com 

Alumni Council Rep 
Laura Yecies – lyecies@gmail.com 

Bereavement Chair 
Valerie Hartman – vhartman711@gmail.com 

Class Project Chairs  
Veronica Jenkins – jenkinsvnj@gmail.com 
Pam Ponce Johnson – poncejoh@yahoo.com 

Gift Planning Chair  
Beth Hobbs – hobbsnc@mac.com 

Head Agents 
Joe McGee – joseph.mcgee@roxburypartners.com 
George Eldridge – georgeeldridge@comcast.net 
Joe Niehaus - jniehaus@housatonicpartners.com 
Andy Ford - andyf@hanoverpartners.com

Mini-Reunion Chairs 
Todd Cranford – tlc31esq@yahoo.com 
Valerie Hartman – vhartman711@gmail.com 
NYC Chair: Gary Ryan - minagary63@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editors 
Margaret Marder – mmarder0269@comcast.net 
Lisa Herrington – herringtonhome@gmail.com 

Secretaries 
Leslie Davis Dahl – dahlleslie@yahoo.com 
John MacManus – slampong@aol.com 

Treasurer 
David McIlwain – david.t.mcilwain@gmail.com 

Webmaster 
Jeff Weitzman – jeff@weitzman.net 

www.dartmouth85.com

News from our Class Officers…
Dear Classmates and Friends,

I hope you’ve received my annual appeal to you - in my joint 
roles as your classmate and as your class president - asking 
that you consider paying this year’s class dues (now!), if you 
haven’t already.  My letter and our class dues notice should 
have arrived in your mailbox in February.

Dartmouth’s alumni classes are the best of U.S. college and 
university alumni classes.

Your class volunteers work for free — because we love the 
College, and we enjoy facilitating a continuing flow of 
activities that bring us together as a Class.  We do this for the 
College and for you.

But there are some expenses, almost all either 
communications-related or activities-related…  That is why we 
make this annual class dues request.

Specifically, class dues are used for:
• giving back as a class to current students at Dartmouth via 

our class projects
• Class of 1985 newsletters - which are the best of 

Dartmouth’s alumni classes!
• organizing and funding 1985 class events & mini-reunions 

around the country
* Dartmouth Football at Yankee Stadium on November 9, 

2019 - tickets on sale now! *
As a reminder, paying class dues is separate from donating to 
the Dartmouth College Fund.  The Dartmouth College Fund 
supports the College’s financial aid program and other costs 
that tuition alone does not cover.

Paying class dues, however, directly supports the things the 
Class of 1985 wants to accomplish together.

My sincere thanks to you for paying your dues!  It is much 
appreciated!

Joe Riley ’85
President of  the Class of 1985

P. S. — Do not forget that class dues are tax deductible.

please go to our class website 
(www.dartmouth85.com) 

to pay your 
Class of 1985 

2018/2019 class dues now
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